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Launched in the 1940s, the second Red Scare refers to a large-scale political and
social movement that permeated America during the Cold War, triggered by the notion
that communists were undermining and subverting the US federal government. Joseph
McCarthy became closely related to the movement after his accusation that communists
were infiltrating the Senate. By December 1954, however, with a vote of 67 to 22, the
Senate “condemned” McCarthy for failing to collaborate with the committee and
hindering the Senate's statutory process.1 Media and communications positively and
negatively impacted McCarthy's political career from 1946 to 1954. His ability to
communicate using the media initially served as an advantage. However, during the
second Red Scare, through television broadcasts and programs critical of McCarthy such
as, See It Now, a message was communicated to the public to question McCarthy and
change the atmosphere of fear and ignorance, ultimately resulting in his decline.
In 1948, Republican candidate Thomas E. Dewey took the lead in the presidential
election while the Democratic Party split into three factions. The Republicans, who had
taken control of the Congress in 1946, were confident in winning the election. However,
the gap was narrowed after Truman announced the Fair Deal, a series of proposals based
on liberal reformation ideals, making the Democratic Party the winner.2 The unexpected
defeat caught the Republicans by surprise. They realized that mainstream voters had
accepted the political legacy of the New Deal enacted by Roosevelt; thus, efforts to
directly overthrow the project were made impossible. Furthermore, diplomatically
supporting the Marshall Plan initiated by the Democrats made the Republican Party
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passive in handling internal and foreign affairs. As a result, the various factors caused the
Republican defeat in the final result of the presidential election of 1948.
However, when Joseph McCarthy, who delivered a speech before the Ohio
County Women’s Republican Club on February 9, 1950, announced that the he had, “a
list of 205 [State Department employees] that were known [……] as being members of
the Communist Party and who nevertheless are still working and shaping the policy of the
State Department,'' the turning point for the Republican Party arrived.3 Indeed, it was not
the first attempt during the Cold War that people accused communists of subverting the
regime. Starting in October 1948, the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC) had been investigating communists and communist sympathizers in Hollywood:
a “blacklist” was created to prohibit professionals from entering the film industry.4
Meanwhile, Alger Hiss, a former government lawyer and State Department official who
was in charge of creating the United Nations, was convicted of perjury relating to
espionage in January 1950.5 Hence, Congress responded to McCarthy’s charge with the
creation of the Subcommittee on the Investigation of Loyalty of State Department
Employees, commonly referred to as the Tydings Committee, to testify the allegations.6
The appointment allowed McCarthy to launch justified attacks on the Democratic
Party, though; his fluent use in the media to communicate with the public helped achieve
such goals. Since McCarthy was interviewed in the afternoon, reporters generally did not
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have sufficient time to cross-examine the information given.7 By publishing such eyecatching content, the newspaper allowed McCarthy to monopolize the front-cover of the
day, leaving the opponent’s statement to subsequent reports.8 Republicans despised the
tactic initially, yet after realizing its practicality in the partisan struggle against the
Democratic Party, they showed approval. Simultaneously, with the Soviet Union
detonating its atomic bomb in 1949 and Chiang Kai-shek's defeat, the Republican Party
could accuse the Democratic Party of losing the Cold War.9
McCarthy arraigned the Institute of Pacific Relations (IPR), an NGO that provides
discussion forums for countries of the Pacific Rim, repeatedly alleging that the IPR was
infiltrated by the communist spies, who, in turn, entered the US State Department.10 The
accusation was astounding, for the charge of Alger Hiss' spy case had barely settled.
Certain people recognized the impeachment: according to the investigation of the Senate,
“the IPR itself was like a specialized political flypaper in its attractive power for
Communists.”11 Yet, the relationship and influence behind the issue was difficult to
clarify, for the Asian policymakers in the State council came from the IPR. However,
when McCarthy placed such an issue under the perspective of the Cold War and
examined it with extreme logic, the harmfulness of such appeared to be huge.
Regardless of the accuracy of the indictment, the Republicans headed by
McCarthy had found the best ploy in opposing the Democrats: namely, the concept of
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which the United States belongs to ordinary American citizens. During propagating, it
was held that the so-called social elites of the liberal campaign were those similar to
Alger Hiss and the eastern intellectual clique that supported him, who could betray the
country for personal interest. At the same time, only the civilians were the foundation of
society, who would firmly oppose communism and believe in a capitalist free market
economy. Hence, the problem of espionage within the State Department and other
governmental agencies was greatly magnified by McCarthy, making the public accept the
notion that the government’s failure in the anti-communist campaign was causing the
country to lose the Cold War. It resulted in an increase of supporting voters for
McCarthy.12 The Democrats were at a loss, for they had never encountered such an
opponent. On the other hand, the espionage scandal of Alger Hiss had put the Democratic
Party in an unfavorable position: if they guaranteed the public McCarthy's claim as false,
the discovery of a spy afterwards would greatly damage their reputation and prestige.
After the 1950 election, when the Republicans won five seats in the US Senate, the
Democrats became fearful of accusations of being weak against the Communist Party by
their opponents.13 It became clear that McCarthy's attack certainly made the Democratic
Party passive; the success made a majority of Republicans take a laissez-faire attitude
towards his actions. According to John G. Taft, the grandson of the Conservative
Republican Congressman Robert Taft, McCarthy’s “anti-Communist crusade was
allowed by Republican elders to expand unchecked.”14
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The Republican Party finally returned to the White House under the leadership of
Eisenhower and with the aid of McCarthy in 1952.15 McCarthy was appointed as the
chairman of the Senate Committee on Government Operations in 1953, for certain
Republican leaders were discontent with McCarthy's investigation method due to State
Department that he was criticizing of was headed again by the Republicans. Hence,
McCarthy was placed in a position “where he can't do any harm,” according to Robert
Taft.16 The committee started its investigation on Voice of America (VOA), which was
controlled by the United States Information Agency of the State Department, accusing it
of being responsible for the communists' influence. The allegations were not
corroborated, though. However, the morale of VOA was severely damaged, with one of
the engineers committing suicide.17 As Senator Susan Collins comments,
Senator McCarthy's zeal to uncover subversion and espionage led to disturbing
excesses. His browbeating tactics destroyed careers of people who were not
involved in the infiltration of our government. His freewheeling style caused both
the Senate and the Subcommittee to revise the rules governing future
investigations, and prompted the courts to act to protect the Constitutional rights
of witnesses at Congressional hearings. [......] These hearings are a part of our
national past that we can neither afford to forget nor permit to re-occur.18
Ironically, McCarthy, who had always been good at using the power of the media
to convey his message and in achieving political goals, started the countdown of his
personal career under the influence of the media. See It Now, an American documentary
series created by Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly, created episodes criticizing
the second Red Scare and the McCarthyism it incited, contributing to the downfall of
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McCarthy’s political career.19 One of the major purposes of See It Now was to undermine
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy's influence by illustrating his deceitfulness and the
controversial practices through specifically chosen words and images. The broadcast
program allowed the public to question some of McCarthy's arguments; it opened
discussion in public, which had been muted previously due to the fear and ignorance
towards the Red Scare. Hence, the show could be considered the first successful attempt
to utilize media as a tool to raise participation in politics at a federal scale. On the other
hand, the telecast achieved its goal of discrediting McCarthy by increasing public
awareness, leading to a drop in his approval rate. Statistical data from Gallup Poll, a
division of the analytics and advisory company Gallup, demonstrated that following the
broadcasting of an episode in See It Now on March 9, 1954, the net favorable of Joseph
McCarthy dropped from +10 to -8 within a month, reaching the largest declining rate
during McCarthy’s term of office.20
In 1953, when one of his staffers G. David Schine was conscripted, McCarthy
started his accusation towards the United States Army. Claiming the Army Signal Corps
Laboratories, situated in New Jersey, as a host of communist espionage, McCarthy
inquired of the US Army dentist Irving Peress, who displayed leftist socialist tendencies
and declined to take a pledge of loyalty during his occupation.21 In response to the
uncooperative attitude of Peress, McCarthy ordered the secretary of army Robert T.
Stevens sent Peress to the martial-court.22 Peress, simultaneously, requested a discharge;
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Ralph W. Zwicker, the commanding officer of Peress, granted him an honorable
discharge.23 McCarthy, however, continued requesting Zwicker, a Brigadier General, to
give the list of officers who permitted Peress’s promotion and discharge. Refused by
Zwicker, McCarthy was irritated and attacked the reputation of the army.
The incident was presented on Murrow’s broadcast show See It Now on March 9,
1954, during which McCarthy was accused of using “the half-truth.”24 McCarthy’s action
was questioned by Ralph E. Flanders during the same day in the Senate while relating it
to a world crisis, of which the speech was published by the Congressional Record.25
Impacts of the show had already been shown: on April 22, 1954, the Army-McCarthy
hearings were broadcast on television for 36 days. The Army appointed Joseph Nye
Welch as its lawyer.26 Welch indicated edited images sent by McCarthy as proof of the
suspected communist subversives in the Army Signal Corps. When McCarthy attacked
Welch with his interconnection with Communism, the counsel responded by question,
“have you left no sense of decency?”27 Indeed, McCarthy's aggressive style made him
disgraceful during the hearing. It is also the first time when a majority of American
citizens saw McCarthy on television. McCarthy, who was good at manipulating the
traditional print media, obviously did not realize the influential power of television: his
lack of demeanor and aggressive performance at the hearing made his image plummet,
along with his approval rate. The Army-McCarthy hearings ended in June, which lasted
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for several months: his attitude and language during the hearing made him condemned by
the Senate. In December 1954, the Senate passed a motion to silence McCarthy.
As a result, McCarthy went from being an important member of the Republican
Party to an encumbrance. McCarthy himself died three years later. Instead of being
silenced for his anti-communist stance, McCarthy paid the price for his disrespect to the
witnesses, the traditions of Congress, and the harm suffered by the people he attacked.
Media communications, when evaluated from the perspective of McCarthy’s entire
political career, played a vital role: McCarthy relied on the propaganda power of the
media to nullify the Democratic Party’s plan and help the Republican Party win the
election; however, it was also the media, including television shows, newspapers, and
public hearings, that put McCarthy in a predicament and eventually contributed to his
step down. Media, in turn, played a critical role in his career.
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Joseph McCarthy (left) chats with Roy Cohn at the hearings, photograph, Wikipedia.
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